Duke Player Postgame Quotes
Duke vs. Ohio State
November 30, 2017 // Cameron Indoor Stadium // Durham, N.C.
Redshirt Senior, Lexie Brown
On her role when facing Ohio State’s run:
“I’m just trying to, like Becca (Greenwell) said, keep everyone calm. We knew this team could make big runs with their shooting ability and how fast
they are. We were expecting a run. We just had to stay calm, cool, collected, make a run of our own, just slow down on offense, and get big stops on
defense.”
Redshirt Senior, Rebecca Greenwell
On making aggressive shots close to the basket:
“Yeah I just tried to do what the defense gave me. I just wanted to get in there and hustle, and that’s something we emphasized before the game was
really driving and attacking the basket and that worked out tonight.”

On making another push after losing a large lead:
“We just tried to stay calm. We started rushing a little bit, and towards the end we just really tried to melt the clock, run our offenses, not get out of
what we were trying to do, and we stayed calm and we had some people step up big for us, and we just executed our game plan.”
Senior, Erin Mathias
On her game performance and double-double:
“I think it all just started with our energy from the get-go, everyone was really vibing and playing together as a team. I think Lexie (Brown) and Becca
(Greenwell) kept us grounded the whole game which was really key, and we all just kind of fed off of each other, so I was just playing my game and
doing everything I could to help the team.”

On her injury in the fourth quarter:
“I just fell pretty hard on my knees but got back out there so it’s all good. I’ll take an ice bath, I’ll be good.”
On what it was like playing successfully against (Stephanie) Mavunga:
“I think just again, just our energy. Everyone was really flowing from the get-go and I like a challenge, so just kind of stepping up to that challenge was
really fun. It was a good time out there.”
On if her success gives her confidence going forward facing tall opponents:
“Yeah, it’s another challenge so just going to try my best to step to that.”

